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The Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing completed one decade of existence and comes, through the long of this time, investing in the spreading of academic productions of the nursing, the health in general and other similar areas to the national and international scientific community. This periodic of nursing, along with other existing in the country, assumes more expressive importance, therefore the politics adopted for the Coordination of Staff Perfectioning of Superior Learning (CAPES) of the Ministry of the Education and Sport of Brazil for the evaluation and classification of national periodicals in the area of the health, from 2001, is imposed as one of the main pointers of quality of the Post Graduation programs. This because the article publication in international indexed periodicals reaches public of different regions and nationalities and, therefore, represents a space adjusted for the socialization of the knowledge produced by the similar community of nursing and similar areas.

Since its creation (1997), the Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing comes investing in the search of these indexers, as much to take care of the demands of the profession itself, that suffer from the globalized world great influence, for a more dynamic technician-scientific update, as such to remain itself adherent to the politics consolidated by the QUALIS (system that characterizes the scientific production in the Country). In this direction, the Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing conquered, through this period, its indexation in the BDENF, the CINAHL, in the CUIDEN and in the LATINDEX. All effort undertaken until the moment made that this Journal was classified as International C Periodic in the QUALIS of the CAPES evaluation. Considering such conquests, also it is commitment of the current Head Administration and Chief Editor of the Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing to continue request efforts to extend its entailing to other international indexers. Thus, we are working to take care of the criteria demanded for the same ones, whose priority is to be inserted in the database of the SciELO collection. Moreover, we are planning the diffusion of this periodic on line, concomitantly with the existing printed form.

These initiatives demand great persistence of the Deliberative Council and of the Publishing Commission of the Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing that since 2006 started to be published every three months being the last issue of thematic character, therefore they will contribute, significantly, with the Post Graduation programs in Nursing in the attendance to the National Politics of Post Graduation praised by the CAPES, which emphasizes, amongst other aspects, the importance of the distribution of the annual scientific production of the permanent faculty of these programs in periodic indexed internationally.
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